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We propose a new microscopic criterion to determine surface wetting: water wets the surface
whenever its overlayer has a larger adsorption energy than three-dimensional clusters on the bare or
water-covered substrate. This conceptually intuitive criterion is validated by detailed first-principles
calculations of the energetics of layers and clusters of water on different metal surfaces. This
criterion resolves naturally the current discrepancy between theory and experiment on the wetting
behavior of undissociated water on Ru�0001�, as well as the hydrophobic nature of the Au�111�
surface. It also explains the Stranski-Krastanov ice growth on Pt�111� observed experimentally.
© 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2804871�

Water wetting and ice growth on a surface are among the
most common observations in nature; these processes are of
fundamental importance in technological applications such
as corrosion, catalysis, electrochemistry, and solar and fuel
cells and even in biomedical applications, as is evidenced by
the existence of antifreezing proteins. The competition be-
tween wetting and ice growth is partly due to the fact that
hydrogen bonds �H bonds� among neighboring water mol-
ecules have similar strength to bonds between water mol-
ecules and surface atoms for many common surfaces. This
has inspired extensive experimental and theoretical studies of
water wetting in recent decades,1,2 resulting in a line of im-
portant findings. For example, crystalline ice growth on
Pt�111� is found to follow the Stranski-Krastanov �SK�
growth mode, starting as layer-by-layer followed by three-
dimensional �3D� island growth, with the transition taking
place at a critical thickness of 1 BL �bilayer� in the �39
��39R16.1° �RT39� phase.3,4 Ice layers have been investi-
gated on the Ru�0001� �Ref. 5� and Rh�111� �Ref. 6� sur-
faces, and formation of two-dimensional �2D� clusters has
also been explored on Pd�111� at submonolayer water
coverage.7 In contrast to these cases, water on the Au�111�
surface has long been known to exhibit hydrophobic
behavior.8

Despite the numerous studies of water wetting and ice
growth, a microscopic understanding of water wettability is
still lacking. Macroscopically, a wetting surface is defined as
having a contact angle ��90°. At the molecular level, there
are no concrete arguments to explain the observed behavior

of water, even for the simplest cases, on the close-packed
noble and transition metal surfaces. All studies in which wa-
ter adsorbs as intact molecules on these surfaces gave much
lower adsorption energies9,10 than the bulk ice formation en-
ergy �Eice�0.67 eV /H2O �Refs. 11 and 12��. Based on a
simple energetic argument, “nonwetting” behavior is ex-
pected under these conditions.12 However, experiments
showed that water does wet these surfaces.3–7,13 Alternative
structures, such as partially dissociated water molecules,
have been proposed to explain water wetting on Ru�0001�.12

On the other hand, subsequent studies have revealed that
water dissociation on Ru�0001� is hindered by an activation
barrier of 0.5–0.62 eV before desorption,14–16 making water
dissociation an unlikely explanation for the observed wet-
ting. Indeed, recent observations confirm that molecular D2O
overlayers do wet the Ru�0001� surface.17 Moreover, it is
further confirmed that a wetting layer and subsequent 3D
crystalline islands form on Pt�111�, Pd�111�, and Ru�0001�
surfaces.18–20 The controversy therefore remains despite the
fundamental significance in understanding surface wetting
phenomena at the molecular level.

In this work, we construct a microscopic theory of wet-
ting and ice growth on the close-packed metal surfaces. Our
theory provides a natural way to understand water wetting on
these surfaces without having to assume partial dissociation
of water molecules. We argue that the commonly employed
criterion in literature, that is, a comparison of surface adsorp-
tion energy to the formation energy of bulk ice, which does
not take into account growth kinetics and substrate effects, is
inappropriate and can even be misleading. Instead, we pro-
pose that water wets the surface whenever its overlayer has aa�Electronic mail: shmeng@deas.harvard.edu.
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larger adsorption energy than 3D clusters. This criterion ex-
plains successfully water wetting on Pt, Ru, and Rh surfaces,
as well as the hydrophobic nature of Au. Using the same
criterion, we also explain the growth mechanism on Pt�111�
being the SK type.

Our study is based on first-principles calculations within
density functional theory �DFT�, employing VASP21 with the
projector-augmented-wave method22 to describe the electron-
nucleus interaction and the PBE functional for electron
exchange-correlation effects.23 We use slabs to represent the
surfaces and computational parameters that describe accu-
rately both the structure and energetics of ice layers and
clusters.24 For example, the structural properties of bulk ice
in the hexagonal Ih phase are well reproduced: the in-plane
lattice constant is 4.39 Å and the out-of-plane one is 7.39 Å,
compared to the experimental values of 4.496 and 7.323 Å,
respectively.25 The cohesive energy is 0.673 eV per water, in
agreement with other theoretical �0.66 eV �Refs. 11 and 12��
and experimental results �0.63 eV �Ref. 26��.

We consider first the behavior of the initial water over-
layer on metal surfaces. Water can form either a strained
epitaxial overlayer �wetting� or 3D clusters without strain
�nonwetting�. The first complete water layer closest to the
metal surface consists of water molecules arranged in two
planes �thus called a bilayer� and connected to form puck-
ered hexagonal networks resembling those in bulk ice, see
Fig. 1�b�. The ice lattice in adsorbed clusters or commensu-
rate bilayers typically adjusts to that of the substrate due to
the flexibility of H bonds compared with the metal bonding.
This has been verified quantitatively in experiments for small
clusters on Ag�111� �Ref. 27� and for overlayers on Ru�0001�
�Ref. 5� and Rh�111�.6 We therefore consider commensurate
overlayers only in the following discussion for convenience.
We have calculated the energies of the relevant adsorption
structures on four representative surfaces, Pt�111�, Ru�0001�,
Rh�111�, and Au�111�. Only small clusters containing several

up to a few tens of atoms or molecules are critical in growth
kinetics.28 Hence, we consider here only small clusters in
sizes of 6–35 water molecules.

On the Pt�111� surface, water can form three different
phases, designated RT39, RT37 ��37��37R25.3° �, and
RT3 ��3��3R30° �. The complete RT39 bilayer grows in a
SK mode with a critical thickness of 1 BL; this phase trans-
forms into the RT3 structure at coverages �5 BL or under
beam exposure.3 We find the adsorption energies �Eads� of the
RT39 and RT3 phases to be 0.55 and 0.51 eV, close to but
lower than previous calculations;9 in view of the fact that
those calculations employed less accurate approaches to de-
scribe the electron-ion interactions and the electron
exchange-correlation effects, such minor differences are not
unexpected. The adsorption energy used throughout this
work is defined as the energy difference per water molecule
between the adsorption system and that of separated sub-
strate and isolated water molecules. The energy difference
between RT39 and RT3 explains why the former phase is
preferred for the first bilayer, as observed in experiments.3,4

However, both are much lower than Eice=0.67 eV, and there-
fore might not account for wetting based on energetic argu-
ments exclusively with the formation energy of bulk ice as
the reference.

For water clusters, we considered first a prototypical
hexamer structure with all water molecules lying flat, Fig.
1�a�, which has Eads=0.53 eV. For larger clusters, we con-
sidered a 2D structure formed by three connected hexamers
in a triangular shape, which has Eads=0.54 eV, essentially
the same as the single hexamer ring. Water molecules lying
flat will significantly enhance the adsorption energy of 2D
clusters.7,29 The 3D clusters are formed by stacking three
bilayers, each consisting of a number of hexamer units in
each bilayer �3, 2, and 1 in the first, second, and third bilay-
ers, counting from the interface for the 29 H2O cluster, Fig.
1�c�; 4, 3, and 1 in the first, second, and third bilayers for the
35 H2O cluster, Fig. 1�d��. The 35-molecule cluster exhibits
poor contact with the surface �forming fewer Pt–O bonds�,
and is therefore a mismatch and proton-disordered cluster.
These 3D clusters have adsorption energies of 0.470 and
0.473 eV, respectively, substantially lower than those of the
water hexamer, 2D clusters, and bilayers. Changing water
orientation and cluster configuration results in adsorption en-
ergy changes less than 0.01 eV. Comparing the formation
energy of 3D clusters and the bilayer, we conclude that the
formation of a complete bilayer is preferred over 3D cluster-
ing. This constitutes a natural explanation for the wetting
behavior observed in experiments.3

Similar results are obtained for water on Ru�0001� and
Rh�111�. The complete 2D bilayer on Ru�0001� has an ad-
sorption energy of 0.50 eV, while large clusters �29 H2O�
have adsorption energies of �0.43 eV only. The energy dif-
ference of 0.07 eV indicates that forming a complete 2D
bilayer is more favorable than 3D clustering on Ru�0001�,
suggesting wetting behavior, without having to invoke disso-
ciation of the water overlayers, consistent with experimental
observations.17 Similarly, the complete 2D bilayer and 3D
clusters on Rh�111� have adsorption energies of 0.52 and
0.46 eV, respectively. Consequently, water prefers to form

FIG. 1. �Color online� Optimized geometries �top and side views� on the
Pt�111� surface of a �a� water hexamer, �b� bilayer, �c� 29 H2O 3D cluster,
and �d� 35 H2O 3D cluster. The solid lines indicate the �6�6� supercell; the
dashed lines denote the H bonds.
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2D overlayers rather than 3D clusters for the first bilayer on
Rh�111� as well.30

Since the binding energy of water molecules, both for
the first layer and for small finite clusters, on Pt, Ru, and Rh
is systematically lower than the formation energy in bulk ice,
these represent metastable structures compared to large 3D
crystalline water droplets. Any large 3D clusters have to
grow either on top of the existing first layer or from smaller
3D clusters, which are less stable than the first water layer
and not likely to form. Thus, the absence of large 3D crys-
talline water droplets on bare metal surfaces in experiments
indicates that there exist kinetic barriers which block large-
cluster formation. In addition, a smaller barrier for water
diffusion on metal surfaces �0.1–0.3 eV� than interlayer ex-
change would also favor the first-layer wetting of water on
these surfaces.

Water on Au�111� shows a different behavior. For ex-
ample, a 3D 29 H2O cluster has Eads=0.432 eV, slightly
higher than the bilayer adsorption energy of 0.428 eV.
Therefore 3D islands are as �or slightly more� favored as flat
bilayers on Au�111�. This explains the experimental observa-
tion of the hydrophobic nature of the Au�111� surface.8 To
explain this behavior, we invoke first the inert chemical char-
acter of Au: a single water molecule has an adsorption en-
ergy as low as 0.10 eV on Au�111�. A second important fac-
tor is strain. The large misfit �11.4%� between Au�111� and
ice Ih �0001� further lowers the adsorption energy by as
much as 0.07 eV /H2O. The strain effect is evident in the
structural relaxation of water clusters: the H-bond length
�OO distance� in the water clusters on Au�111� is 2.753 Å,
identical to that in bulk ice, but this is smaller than the
Au�111� lattice constant by 9.3%, a situation very different
from that on Ag �Ref. 27� and Pd�111� surfaces.7 The water
bilayer and cluster formation energies on these substrates are
plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of the lattice misfit between the
substrates and ice, from which it is clear that water bilayers
grow on Pt, Rh, and Ru, but 3D clusters form on Au�111�.

An important issue is what happens above 1 BL cover-
age on the wetting surfaces. We must compare the formation
energy of a water bilayer with that of 3D clusters, both on
the ice-covered substrate. However, when the ice film is
thick enough, water growth on the substrate resembles that

on an ice surface. We find that beyond a 3 BL thickness of
ice on metal surface, the single water adsorption energy ap-
proaches its corresponding value on free ice surface. Thus
the cluster formation energy is almost the same as that on
free ice surface beyond 3 BL, where the influence of the
metal substrate is negligible. Based on this observation, we
calculate the adsorption energy of ice clusters on the free ice
surface to represent that on water-covered substrates for cov-
erages �3 BL. As the reference state, we use the ideal ice
lattice without strain because the strain effect is small as
shown before. To represent the naturally occurring ice sur-
face, ice Ih �0001�, two structures are considered for the
direction of OH groups that connect adjacent water bilayers
along the surface normal direction z. The first represents a
proton-ordered surface with all interbilayer OH groups point-
ing up, which could exist for thicknesses up to a few layers
on a surface due to the influence of the surface potential.31

The second represents the proton-disordered ice surfaces
with the interbilayer OH groups pointing both up and down
to eliminate the total dipole moment along z. The disordered
orientation of water within the 2D bilayer, which also occurs
naturally, is modeled by using large supercells containing 32
water molecules per bilayer.

A �2�2� supercell and 6 BL thick ice slab, consisting of
48 H2O totally, was used to model the proton-ordered ice
surface. On this ice surface, the complete bilayer adsorption
energy is 0.68 eV, close to the bulk ice formation energy
�0.67 eV�. However, the water cluster adsorption energy is
much lower. For the single hexamer, as well as for a pair of
hexamers one on top of the other, this energy is 0.57 eV. On
the 6 BL �2�2� proton-disordered ice slab, qualitatively
similar results are obtained. The complete bilayer has an ad-
sorption energy of 0.66 eV while the single hexamer cluster
and the stacked pair of hexamers have adsorption energies of
0.52 and 0.51 eV, respectively. The adsorption energies on
the proton-disordered surface are smaller than those on
proton-ordered surface because of enhanced intermolecular
dipolar coupling in the latter. Calculations using larger super-
cells �4�4� and larger clusters �with 26 and 35 waters� did
not give any substantial differences.

FIG. 3. Adsorption energy of water multilayers within RT39 structure on
Pt�111� as a function of water coverage showing SK growth mode. The stars
indicate the 3D ice cluster formation energies �see text for details�. The
dashed line at 0.67 eV indicates the bulk ice formation energy.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Adsorption energy �eV per water molecule� of the
water bilayer �circles� and 3D clusters �stars� on several metal surfaces vs
lattice misfit compared to the ideal ice lattice.
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Based on these results, we consider next ice multilayer
growth on metal surfaces. Let us take Pt�111� as an example.
Figure 3 shows the adsorption energy of the RT39 multilay-
ers and 3D clusters as a function of water coverage on
Pt�111�. On the Pt�111� surface, continuous growth of RT39
water bilayers leads to decreasing adsorption energy with
coverage, from 0.55 eV of the first bilayer to 0.46 eV of the
4 BL structure. However, the formation energy of 3D water
clusters on bare or ice-covered Pt�111� is in the range of
0.47–0.52 �0.57� eV assuming ice clusters on proton-
disordered �ordered� ice surface for coverages �3 BL. Com-
paring with the cluster formation energy, we find a crossover
at around 2 BL coverage, indicating that 3D cluster forma-
tion is preferred at this coverage and beyond; therefore, wa-
ter follows the SK growth mode with a critical thickness of 1
BL on the RT39/Pt�111� surface. This agrees well with ex-
perimental observations that the critical thickness is 1 BL
�Ref. 3� and with the hydrophobic nature of the first RT39
bilayer.4,18 Recently similar behavior is also observed for
water/Pd�111� �Ref. 18� and water/Ru�0001�:19,20 the first
layer wets the bare metal surface and 3D clusters form sub-
sequently on the first water layer, indicating a hydrophilic
metal surface and a hydrophobic first water layer upon it.
The same mechanism as that for water/Pt�111� may apply for
water/Pd and water/Ru, i.e., the first water layer has a special
registry with the metal surface facilitating local 3D cluster
formation upon it and blocking subsequent overlayer forma-
tion. Moreover, the wetting multilayer grown at low tem-
perature ��130 K� might suggest that multilayers with local
ordering18 are metastable phases and will transform into 3D
clusters upon annealing, very similar to the quantum growth
phenomena of flat Ag layers on GaAs�110�.32 Such an inves-
tigation is under way.

Finally, we note that the criterion established here
through extensive DFT studies of a large number of model
systems is in fact conceptually intuitive and simple, as
speculated in an earlier attempt to resolve the puzzle on wa-
ter adsorption on Ru�0001�.15
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